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Inner Symphony is proud to welcome Steyoyoke regular Rauschhaus with ‘Ray of 
Hope’. The 4 track EP features an intricately melodic original and 3 artful re-imaginations 
by Soul Button, Clawz SG and Yost.

The title track ‘Ray of Hope’ is a masterful display of the melodic prowess of the artist. 
Powerful sawtooth pads, blippy percussive synths and piano elements chase each other in 
an explosion of sonic joy and aural satisfaction. ‘Ray of Hope’ is just that – a ray of purest 
melodic divinity to brighten even the very darkest of hours.

Soul Button deepens the vibe in his rendition. Structured around the triplet keys of the 
original, the track receives a powerful push towards the club with a driving layer of 
percussion and powerful bass hits. Where the original is playful, Soul Buttons rendition hits 
home with an impeccable groove interspersed with flecks of the originals bold beauty.

Clawz SG packs the hardest punch in this quartet. Intricate pads set the scene while white 
noise flutters and organic percussion thrust the track forward. Subtle horns beautifully 
colour the beat, while a powerful sawtooth bass with just the right amount of pitch bend 
drives it home.

Yost’s rendition takes a definite breather. A soft tomtom groove layered with organic 
crackles and vocals sets the scene. Bells, blissfully soothing Rhodes and string sweeps 
lazily call and respond creating a smooth roller laced with ethnic beauty.

TRACKLIST:
01. Rauschhaus - Ray Of Hope (Original Mix)
02. Rauschhaus - Ray Of Hope (Soul Button Remix)
03. Rauschhaus - Ray Of Hope (Clawz SG Remix)
04. Rauschhaus - Ray Of Hope (Yost Remix)
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